Simple physical model of coronary vasodilation.
The coronary diastolic pressure-flow relationship was studied in two groups of dogs; in one group coronary circulation was characterized by normal tone of vascular smooth muscle, while in the other group, complete relaxation of smooth muscle fibres was produced by intravenous infusion of dipyridamole. The coronary flow (CF) was measured in both groups for several values of mean aortic blood pressure (ABP), the variations being obtained by means of a 10 s arterial haemorrhage. The measured CF versus ABP data were found to be well represented by best fit curves calculated by power regression methods. These curves were quite different in the presence and absence of dipyridamole infusion. A simple physical model is proposed for analysis of these curves; the model is based on the Poiseuille equation, modified to take into proper account the variations of the vessel radii under different ABP values during ventricular diastole. These variations are expressed by means of Laplace and Hooke's laws by equating wall tension due to APB, to the sum of tensions due to elastic and smooth muscle forces. Analysis of CF versus APB curves, performed on the basis of this model, shows that to account for the large change of coronary bed conductance observed under dipyridamole infusion one must assume not only that the smooth muscle tone is absent but also that some relevant variations occur in the whole coronary bed, thus pointing to possible recruitment of new blood vessel paths.